


Days of Yore (1980s, 1990s)!

•  “Rubble Piles 
Galore”!
– Don Davis et al. 

(1991); not widely 
believed!

•  Intuition told us 
that small bodies 
can’t hold onto 
their fragments.!

•  Scaling analyses 
told us this too!!
–  cm’s of regolith!

•  Theme: confusion 
of impact strength 
(maximum energy 
to disrupt) with 
tensile strength!



Boom Times for  
Primitive Bodies? 

NASA is very focused on primitive 
bodies of the solar system; these  
are times of great exploration 
and scientific research. 

  2011 NRC Decadal Study of Planetary Science 
Theme 1: Building New Worlds 
  “What were the initial stages, conditions  

and processes of solar system formation  
and the nature of the interstellar matter  
that was incorporated?” 

  “Objects for study: comets, asteroids, Trojans, and KBOs.” 



Primitive 
bodies visited 
by spacecraft 
to date. 

Figure does not 
include Vesta, 
Phobos, 
Deimos, and 
any irregular 
(captured) 
satellites of the 
giant planets 

We still don’t know what they are.  A wide-open debate, even after three 
rendezvous missions (Eros, Itokawa, Vesta), several encounters by multiple 
spacecraft (Halley, Phobos, Deimos, Tempel 1), and two successful sample returns 
(Wild 2, Itokawa). Missions seem to be raising bigger questions than they answer. 

Emily Lakdawalla 



Tempel 1 (Deep Impact, 2005)                          Wild 2 (Stardust, 2004) 



Phobos, inner moon of Mars  
(HiRISE/NASA/U.Arizona) 



Buzz wants to go…  



First 
imaged 
Asteroid!

Gaspra!
Galileo SSI!

Oct 29, 1991!

Monolith?!



But few asteroids are 
actually mountainous.  '

Consider Eros:'
Only 2% is steeper than 40° '
Only 5% is steeper than 33°!

Zuber et al. (2000)!



“Ponds” imaged from low-
altitude flyover!



Led to the notion '
of the “shattered '
monolith”!

If it has cracks, then '
it has to be strong…!

NLR Science Team !
(L. Prockter)!

Faults and Joints on Eros!



Eros (Buczkowski et al. 2008), NASA/JHUAPL 
See Robinson et al. (2002) ‘Geology of Eros’ 

Lutetia (Rosetta image, ESA) with 
possible grooves indicated 

Other Grooves 

Gaspra (Galileo image, NASA/JPL) 



Ida (Galileo image, NASA/JPL) 



Not fractures in solid rock… 
To fracture intact rock requires a stress of order Y~107 dyn/cm2 

Impact stress wave Y corresponds to particle velocity ~√Y/ρ  
>~10 m/s.  This equals the escape velocity of Eors!  (Same argument 
applies at other asteorids this size.)  

It is impossible to have such fracture stresses and not become a 
rubble pile (if one can even become a rubble pile in situ inside Rroche).   

But one can have tidal or impact fracture in situ if Y~105 dyn/cm2. 
This is about the cohesion of lunar regolith… (Soter and Harris 
1977; Asphaug Ann Rev 2009; Scheeres et al. Icarus 2010). Are 
most asteroids with grooves made of dirt? 



Largest blocks are 2 to 3 m!
Descent Image Feb 12 2000!

Toner!



Benz and Asphaug (1994, 1995) 
developed an asteroid 
fragmentation model that is 
resolution independent and 
simulates the available laboratory 
data !

Used by Durda et al. (2004, 2007), 
Nesvorny et al. (2010), Michel et 
al. (2008), many other papers.!

Note: Catastrophic disruption is far 
easier to model than cratering.!

High strain rates can typically be assumed; 
outcome is typically well defined; simple EOS 
can o6en be adequate.!

We still wonder about these models…!

Physics of Collisions!

Or: “The Siren of CPU 
Power” (Holsapple)!



 Castalia!
Ostro et al. 1990 shape model!

We may be capable of 
predicting relatively 
detailed outcomes of 
catastrophic collisions 
if we know the target 
geology!!

Asphaug and Scheeres 1999!



The Importance of Code Validation!
Laboratory Tests!

Benz & Asphaug (1995)!
Nakamura & Fujiwara (1991)!



Before!

Larger rocks are weaker!

After!

Size-Dependent Fragmentation Outcomes: "
Housen and Holsapple (1999)!



Asteroids about 
100 m to 1 km 
diameter 
should be the 
most fragile 
objects in the 
solar system!!

Smaller are 
mechanically 
stronger!

Larger are 
shielded from 
disruption by 
gravity!



⇒ Are rubble piles the natural 
end state of asteroids?!

1)  Heavy bombardment, if 
non-catastrophic, will 
produce a rubble pile!

Survival of the Weakest!

2) Low crushing strength and rapid shock 
attenuation allows a rubble piles to 
withstand subsequent bombardment!

Asphaug, Science 1999!



Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 and the Catenae of 
Ganymede and Callisto!

Direct evidence for rubble piles among comets:!



Fragments of Comet LINEAR (1999 S4) follow 
a size distribution power law 1.56, similar to 
the comet distribution as a whole and to the 
size distribution of asteroids (Weissman et al. 
2003)!

Mystery: if 
fragments are 
formed in 
disruptions… !

where are the 
small comets?!



ordinary chondrite meteorite!

saddle of Himeros on Eros!

Are There Structural Clues 
from Meteorites?!

Meteorites are highly 
selected!!

No Such Direct Evidence for Asteroids!



6489 Golevka"
<1 km diameter!

216 Kleopatra"
>200 km across!

Clues from 
Asteroid Shapes?!

Shapes by Scott Hudson, Steve Ostro, et al.!

One appears to be a “rock”, the other 
is “something else”!

See Holsapple et al. (2004, 2010)!



 Information from Asteroid Spins?!

Pravec, Harris, et al. (2002)!
Holsapple (2004 and later)!!

•  Barrier at ωcrit (?)!
•  Do asteroids larger 
than 150 m lack 
cohesion ?!

•  Conversely, are 
smaller asteroids 
monolithic?!

ωcrit
2 = 4/3 πGρ!

required strength even for fastest 
rotators is small, ~R2ρω2!



Bur really… what else could 
Itokawa be?  (Fujiwara et al. 2006) 



Scale Comparison!

~30 km!
    Eros!

~0.5 km !
 Itokawa!



Seismic Studies of Asteroids!

Thomas and Robinson (Nature 
2005) can explain the erasure of 
craters on Eros, if the asteroid is a 
competent transmitter of stress 
waves yet strengthless in its outer 
~100 m.  '
NB: these stress waves are weak!!



•  A detailed before-and-after evaluation of seismic shaking, 
looking for toppled boulders and failed slopes (PBRs = 
Precariously Balanced Rocks)!

•  This is an ancient means of establishing seismic signal 
propagation, used by modern seismology groups studying 
Earth paleoseismicity.!

Poor Man’s Seismology!



~0.3 km" ~20 km" ~50 km"

Poorer Man’s Seismology: Use The Craters 
Themselves To Infer Seismic Properties!!

The concept of “critical crater diameter” (Asphaug 2008) quantifies the 
seismic attenuation of impact stress waves at global scales, through an 
analysis of the largest undegraded craters.!

It explains why small asteroids have no giant craters, while large asteroids 
are mega-cratered. Basically, the seismic energy is trapped in a small 
asteroid, causing crater erasure more than it does on a large asteroid.!



Combine crater scaling with seismic 
attenuation scaling and ask: what 
crater will erase all pre-existing 
craters of its size and smaller? !

Derived '
attenuation'
~1.2-1.3 is what '
you expect '
for seismic '
stress waves!



One approach to understanding 
asteroids: make your own crater!  
Ideally you’d want to be in orbit to 
observe its aftermath. 



Figure KRH-1.  Dependence of crater radius on gravity and charge size.  The abscissa is the
scaled charge mass, π2 where g=gravity, Q=explosive energy/mass (~5x1010 erg/gm for PETN),
m is the charge mass (104 gm), and δ is the explosive density (1.6 gm/cm3).  The ordinate shows
the scaled crater radius, where R is the actual radius and ρ=surface material density.

Asteroid Blast Experiment!

(experimental data compiled by K. Housen)!



Latest Mystery: Vesta "
(Dawn Mission)!

•  Mega-cratering transforms 
asteroid interiors!
–  and interior rheology controls "

mega-cratering!
•  Vesta’s mega-craters grow 

and collapse on a timescale 
comparable to its ~5 hr 
rotation !

•  Mega-ejecta on a rapidly 
rotating asteroid is predicted 
to drape the surface in odd 
ways!



Rheasilvia 
Basin and 

Companion!

SP 

DEM by Paul  
Schenk and the 
Dawn team 



3D Simulation With Rotation!







2 m!

Figure 1. Close-up image of asteroid 25143 
Itokawa, as imaged by the Hayabusa spacecraft 



Figure 2. A small patch of simulated asteroid 
surface. The “rocks” are made of randomly shaped 



a

b



Conclusion:!
  Keep Exploring!!

© Dana Berry! contact me:!
easphaug@ucsc.edu!



BACKUP!



Mathilde'
       An Asteroid that Shouldn’t Exist?!

•  Mathilde is more than 30% “crater 
void”!

•  The rest of Mathilde is ~50% pore 
space, if it is primitive chondritic 
composition!

•  No evidence for structural damage 
from impacts (!)!

•  No evidence for ejecta 
emplacement, either: The gravity 
regime won’t work!

•  And a very puzzlingly slow rotation 
(17.4 days)!

Second image mosaic of Mathilde, at NEAR’s 
closest approach: Perfect targeting, but of what?!



Strength regime does not apply to Mathilde… 

but gravity regime does not apply either! 
(no ejecta blankets)!

Asphaug and Thomas 2000!



Compaction Cratering to the Rescue?!
Housen and Holsapple, Nature, 1999!

•  Primitive asteroids begin as porous crushable material!

•  “Mascons” will form at the crater floors!

•  Angular momentum of impactors will be conserved!



Cumulative Angular 
Momentum a6er Seven 
Giant Impacts on Mathilde!

Present Angular 
Momentum of 
Mathilde = 1.5·1020 !

Probability = 1.5%!
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Problem with Inelastic Collisions: !
A random walk in 3-space leaves the target spinning rapidly!



•  Nearly all crater ejecta is accelerated to escape velocity  !

•  The impact deposits less angular momentum to the asteroid!

•  No mascons are anticipated at the craters!

Stalled Shock Cratering!
Asphaug et al. 2002!


